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Capsule collection -  this is what happens when an industrial 
outdoor lighting brand is having fun. It all started with No Rules, no 
limitations, and no demands or requirements from the customers.  
The atmosphere of freedom and creativity resulted in 4 products.
 
NO RULES was developed together with architects “NRJA”. 
Authentic, provocative, and with a good sense of humor. NRJA 
team designed the showroom of  VIZULO thus contributing to our 
DNA.
 
BRUT we created in collaboration with designer and architect 
Martins Pilens. His focus on details and perfection was phenomenal. 
Bauhaus merged all the arts into modernism, and this influence 
can easily be seen in Martins’ work.
 
Work with architects encouraged us to continue and thus BONDI 
and BYRON were born - named after two iconic beaches in 
Australia - Bondi  Beach in Sydney and Byron Bay. When I think of 
freedom, I recall these two places - ocean, wind, waves, surfers, 
and sun. Here we are – dancing like nobody’s watching.

VIZULO Creative Team
/Us trying to look like architects/



NO RULES

An equilateral cross is used in 
cartography materials and graphic 
computer programs to form a grid, 
navigate an image and adhere to a 
given “frame”. To operate outside of 
the “frame”, one must dare to express 
an opinion that is not in line with the 
generally accepted. “No rules” is a 
symbol of this next step – the X shape is 
used to cross out any previous solutions 
and to find one’s own path. 

The two lines that form the X bisect 
and cross each other in a 90° angle. 
Depending on the direction the 
light object is turned and fixed on 
the ceiling, its meaning is changed 
from orthogonal clarity to a denial of 
conventional practices. 



NRJA
architecture studio

NRJA
The architecture office NRJA ( No Rules 
Just Architecture) was founded in Riga 
in 2008. NRJA is comprised of seven 
professionals with different mindsets, 
who seek truthfulness through daily 
discussions. A strong conception, clarity 
and provocation are the foundations of 
NRJA’s architecture.

NO RULE S rod
525 x 525mm     |     Tunable White Down l ight     |     Aluminium & Acri l ic Microprism



NO RULE S



BRUT

BRUT - The most versatile task lamp for agile 
environments.

Inspired by Bauhaus principles, with an emphasis 
on geometry and the unity of art and technology, 
it is a sculptural piece with high design value in the 
dynamic office landscape.

BRUT illuminates with both direct and indirect light, 
offering optimal brightness for a variety of tasks 
and environments. Whether it’s enhancing the 
precision of an office, adding warmth to a home, 
or creating ambiance in a bustling hotel lobby, this 
lamp seamlessly adjusts to its surroundings, ensuring 
perfect lighting wherever it’s placed.

The BRUT family offers a variety of configurations, 
including free-standing, double and single arm 
lamps, as well as table, wall, and ceiling options. This 
ensures a unified design aesthetic across spaces, 
enhancing both ambiance and functionality.



MARTINS PILENS
architecture studio

MARTINS PILENS is a Vienna-based 
architect, product designer graduating 
from the Bauhaus University of Weimar 
in 2007. Specializing in office interiors 
and wine-related product design, 
Pilens has cultivated a distinctly pure 
and functional design language, with a 
focus on creating seamless total looks.

BRUT s ta n d i n g l u m i n a i re
1453 X 2076mm     |     Individually tunable Up & Down l ight     |     Aluminium & Fresnel diffuse



BRUT



BONDI

Bondi Beach is a place where nature’s 
greatness meets with people, creating 
a vibrant and dazzling environment.

Beautiful round shape of the beach 
has greatly inspired the design of our 
luminaire, BONDI. With its circular 
shape and gently curved sides, BONDI 
captures the flowing motion of waves, 
reflecting their essence in a seamless 
arc. Like the ocean itself, BONDI’s 
design embodies movement and 
vitality, bringing a dynamic energy to 
any space.



BON D I rod
400mm / 600mm Ø     |     Up & Down l ight     |     Aluminium & Acri l ic Microprism

BONDI rod mimics water drops falling on the 
luminaire’s surface, creating precise curved lines.



BON D I s u s pe n d ed
400mm / 600mm Ø     |     Up & Down l ight     |     Aluminium & Acri l ic Microprism     |     Tunable White

A key feature of the BONDI suspended is the seemingly 
levitating structure created by extraordinary construction.



BON D I wa l l  &  ce i l i n g
400mm / 600mm Ø     |     Up & Down l ight     |     Aluminium & Acri l ic Microprism     |     Tunable White



Byron Bay is a place that is filled with 
a taste of freedom. Crowded with 
surfers who are seeking adventure and 
catching ocean waves.

Our BYRON luminaire is just as bold and 
strong. It stands out with its linear body 
and round edges, creating a unique 
design that was inspired by the curved 
shape of a surfboard that breaks the 
water with confidence.BYRON



BYRON s u s pe n d ed
900mm / 1200mm     |     Up & Down l ight     |     Aluminium & Acri l ic Microprism     |     Tunable White

When we make a product, every detail has a story



BYRON
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